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We’re at the pivot point of exponential technological change



Real life is about to surpass science fiction
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Real life is about to surpass science fiction



Exponential 
Velocity



When?

Source: Ray Kurzweil



The role of 
technology in 

our lives



Cloud versus ‘stuff’: media’s future is in access not ownership



#ManMachine is the key topic for the next 10 years (and beyond)



Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

Technology: from our hands to our bodies to our brains

Image: Minority Report The Movie



2020: complete virtual and augmented reality integration



Every job will be impacted by exponential technological change: 
we must embrace technology but also remain human



Technology is transforming what we do, how and why



Hyper-Connectivity + Hyper-Efficiency + Network Effect (Metcalf): 
hugely beneficial impact on environment, energy, transportation

VIA LIBELIUM





Source: McKinsey / Frank Diana

“Nothing vast enters the lives of mortals without a curse”
(Sophocles)





The 7 ‘ations’: Digitization, De-Materialization, Automation, 
Virtualization, Optimization, Augmentation, Robotisation



Some consequences of the exponential and combinatorial growth of the 7 ‘ations’

Source: MIT technology review







Source: Peter Diamandis
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Reaching abundance in many sectors of our society  
will force a rethinking of the global economic logic

Source: Peter Diamandis



http://frankdiana.wordpress.com/2014/04/03/the-smart-home/

Abundant Energy by 2030?

Stats via Peter Diamandis
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http://frankdiana.wordpress.com/2014/04/03/the-smart-home/

Get ready for rapid digital transformation across all industries



http://frankdiana.wordpress.com/2014/04/03/the-smart-home/

http://briefmobile.com/googles-solve-for-x-is-now-a-trademark/

Big data, intelligence, automation, P2P, SoLoMo:



Twitter: 
@gleonhard

Where or how is your business digitally contestable?



Digital hyper-efficiency often reduces the margins and 
‘price per unit’ significantly (creating a ‘digital darwinism’)



Just like publishers are now transcending the idea of ‘selling content’, 
exponential technologies will force every leading incumbent to transcend 

those products and services that are certain to become a commodity



You can’t automate experiences



Social  
Mobile  

Analytics 
Cloud   

Intelligence 
(SMACI)



Source: Frank Diana

The intelligent cloud will impact everything



Intelligent Assistance / Augmentation / Amplification (IA)



Big Data + Predictive Analytics= Business ‘Super Intelligence’



Technology
Humanity



http://www.technologyreview.com/featuredstory/538401/who-will-own-the-robots/

We must ride on-top of technology not be crushed by it



Image Via Tarry Singh

Get ready for up-skilling, right-braining, un-learning



The Apple music / news example: technology and humanity

“It’s technology married with 
liberal arts—married with the 
humanities—that yields us the 

result that makes our hearts 
sing” *Steve Jobs 2011



‘Humarithms’  
i.e. Humanity

Successful organisations will master both

Algorithms  
i.e. Technology
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